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Engage
Bringing the Arts To
The Heart Of Business

Background & Context

As we all work through the unprecedented challenges of COVID-19, A&B
Cymru’s business members are increasingly expressing their concern about
the mental health and well-being of staff.
In response to this, a range of digital arts opportunities have been collated
which aim to motivate, inspire and engage employees who may be
struggling and feeling isolated.
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All opportunities described below can be tailored to suit
specific needs and may be eligible for further investment from
A&B Cymru’s CultureStep.

DANCE & MOVEMENT

6-Week Series of Dance Classes

Contemporary, Street Dance and Ballet classes via Zoom. Over the
course of 6 weeks, participants can learn different techniques and fun
routines, providing positive physical and mental health benefits. Sessions
provide an ideal opportunity to de-stress and switch off from working at
home.
Number of Participants:
Minimum 5, Maximum 40

COST
£360 per person for 6 sessions

LITERATURE & CREATIVE WRITING

DRAMA

Who-Dunnit – The Missing Crown

The Crown is missing and there is an opportunity for staff to come
together from the comfort of their homes to cross-examine the cast of
professional actors in order to solve the mystery. Participants register in
advance in order to ask questions. They will receive initial instructions
and clues before being split into 3 teams. The game is available for adult
or family groups and can be delivered in Welsh or English.
Number of Participants:
30 screens per session

COST
£2,100 (2 shows for up to 30 screens per show)

Creative Writing & Poetry - Unlocking the Writing,
Sharing our Story

Creative writing is proven to reduce anxiety, stress, depression and
loneliness. It offers a safe space and an opportunity to work through life's
challenges and issues, encouraging mindfulness and contentment.
The workshops would seek to bring together staff through participatory
online engagement and enjoyable, stimulating writing activities.
Through creative writing, poetry and conversation, participants would be
encouraged to write and reflect upon both their positive and negative
experiences of COVID-19, lockdown and the resulting impacts on their
life, work and business. The workshops would be suitable and accessible
for all abilities.
Number of Participants:
10 per workshop

COST
£2,100 for 8-week series

Literary Workshops

Digital literary workshops tailored to a businesses’ specific needs.
Sessions are fun, sensitive, and thought-provoking and can be based on
any number of literary forms – from poetry and prose to comic books, rap,
comedy, or sports commentary.
Sessions would be developed to enhance staff well-being, illustrating how
to use writing as a tool for relieving anxiety. They would also assist
participants to better express complex ideas and emotions, even when
face-to-face communication is not possible.
Number of Participants:
10 – 20 per workshop

COST
Dependent on need but approximately
£200 per workshop

Playwriting

Employees write their own short 10-minute plays, individually or in
teams – just for fun or as a competition. Participants can let their
imaginations run wild or use their own life experiences to write a play
suitable for a family audience. A support pack would be provided,
which includes top tips from professional playwrights. An initial
workshop would provide guidance on how to start writing a play for
children!
Should a competition element be required, employees could form a
selection panel to choose the winning plays. They would then be
supported to cast, direct and perform the winning plays to their
colleagues.
Number of Participants:
Flexible

COST
Dependent on specific requirements –
Ranges from £1,000 - £10,000
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MULTI-ARTFORM

MUSIC

Aimed at all abilities, these 90-minute Zoom sessions aim to increase
well-being. Activities include:
Drumming Fun - Suitable for all abilities, no equipment needed
Drawing Games & Challenges - Unlocking creativity through artistled drawing games
Fun with Words - Relaxed spoken word and poetry session, a safe
space to share.
Comedy Improvisation - Participants will be given scenarios to play
with, with hilarious consequences!
Felting Focus - Participants learn the tactile art of felting. Materials
would be provided for this workshop.
Sessions can be stand-alone or a bespoke series and can be
programmed during the day or evening.

A series of fun, energising, singing workshops, designed to lift the mood,
motivate and spread positivity between colleagues. Repertoire will be
light-hearted, with a focus on familiar and pop genres with upbeat
tempos, allowing everyone to participate without any musical training. A
professional musician would guide participants through a series of
physical and vocal warm-ups through Zoom, before engaging in a group
singalong. Sessions will prioritise team cohesion and laughter.
Based on a current digital rehearsal model, bespoke backing-tracks
would be used to replicate the sound of a larger choir, in order to increase
confidence and enjoyment through singing on screen at home.
Weekly 30-45 minute sessions would take place in the morning. Studies
have shown that engaging with arts activities in the morning leads to
more productive and efficient use of time through the day.
The activity has the potential to continue indefinitely, although a ten-week
trial period would be advised, with a view to potentially establishing a
more permanent staff choir when face-to-face work resumes.

Varied Programme of Artistic Activities

Number of Participants:
Up to 15 per workshop

COST
£100 per workshop (extra charges apply to Felting Focus)

Bespoke Creative Well-Being Project

Participatory projects that address the specific needs of both the
organisation and the individuals. A team of experienced, multi-disciplined
artists work in a range of media including creative writing, visual arts,
drama and movement. These activities address self-care and supporting
the Mental Health of the workforce.
Number of Participants:
10-15 per session

COST
Dependent on need but approximately £2,000 for
a bespoke package

Bespoke range of activities
Movement Workshops:
Delivered through Zoom by a Dance
Practitioner, these workshops help combat loneliness and problems
that come from sitting still for too long. Using dance principles, they
encourage individuals to move gently and be mindful of their thoughts,
breath and bodies. Following the workshop, participants are
encouraged to stay for informal chats and socialising.
Circus Workshop: This fun, challenging activity uses household
objects to practice circus skills.
Art Workshops: Achieve a sense of mental freedom, understand and
accept negative feelings, and communicate them through art.
Participants create artwork that reflects their feelings, abilities and
interests. The practitioner will create tasks that respond to the way the
individuals are feeling.
Workshops can be delivered in Welsh, English and Bilingually

Number of Participants:
Approximately 20 per workshop

COST
Starts at £200 per workshop
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Karaoke-Style Singing Workshops

Number of Participants:
Unlimited

COST
£2,000 + VAT per group, for 10 weeks

Sing-a-long at Home

An opportunity to come together for fun, short sessions run by
experienced tutors. No-one needs to worry about the standard of their
singing – everyone will be on mute so they’ll only hear the tutor and
themselves. There will, however, be a chance to chat between songs!
Singing isn’t mandatory – plenty of people are happy to join our sessions
to relax and listen to the tutor singing some of their favourite songs.
The sessions will be a chance for workers to socialise and build their
relationships in a positive and fun atmosphere. Singing releases
endorphins and oxytocin which improve the mood and reduce stress.

Number of Participants:
Up to 20

COST
£100 per session or £400 for 5 sessions

Music Workshops

Music sessions in a number of creative outlets to bring therapeutic
benefits to mind, body and spirit. These would include song writing, beat
boxing, singing and percussion/drumming. They could be delivered 1-1 or
in a group Zoom setting. All these creative tools are recognised ways to
support mental health, develop a new skill, improve communication and
find an outlet for emotional respite.

Number of Participants:
To be discussed

COST
£100 per session

Virtual Choir

A series of five virtual choir rehearsals, which would include techniques
for healthy and confident use of the voice in speech and song. Sessions
would be led by West End Musical Director and Vocal Coach, Angharad
Sanders, who has worked with some of the leading names in Broadway
and the West End. The sessions would be held on Zoom at pre-arranged
times subject to agreement between all parties.

Number of Participants:
Up to 20 per session

COST
£50 per session

Opera

Creative experiences and participatory activities to help improve staff
well-being and provide entertainment while working from home. A 40minute creative digital session could be designed to meet the specific
needs of both business and staff. For example, A Beginner’s Guide to
Opera, an interactive and energising Percussion Workshop, an Opera
Makeup Demonstration, or a Tunes You Won’t Know that You Know
event. These tailored sessions are ideal to break the routine and remotivate staff, offering exclusive opportunities to encourage creativity and
positive exchanges, while reducing social isolation and stress.

Number of Participants:
Up to 90 per session

COST
£500 + VAT per session

TRAINING WORKSHOPS

Communication Skills Workshops

Engaging and interactive sessions which enhance the participants’ ability
to communicate with a wide range of people and lead to improved levels
of mental health and well-being. Places on training sessions can be
booked on an individual basis and are a mixture of interactive films,
communications exercises and live role play. The format offers a safe,
non-judgemental space where participants from different companies
come together and reflect upon their own, and their peers,
communication methods. The feedback from the actors and their peers
will enable them to experience, first-hand, the impact they have on
others.

PURE ENTERTAINMENT
Coffee Concert

An opportunity for colleagues to come together on Zoom with a cuppa to
enjoy a live 30-minute concert by a professional musician. What better to
clear the mind in the middle of a busy day than relaxing to the sounds of
the harp, cello or piano? Concerts would also provide an opportunity to
chat with the musician.
Number of Participants:
Unlimited

COST
£175 per concert

Music Performances

Live music performances over Zoom direct to people on a 1-1 or group
basis. Bespoke concerts are delivered to those shielding at home as a
form of music therapy, providing connection, respite and emotional
release where people can engage directly with our musicians on their
own “front row seats”.
Number of Participants:
Unlimited

COST
£100 per performance

Evening of Entertainment

By combining the talents of a diverse range of artists with interactive
activities, a package can be produced which brings people together,
boosts morale and minimises feelings of isolation and loneliness.
Such as:
An evening of entertainment and wine tasting
Comedy night with Compére
Gin tasting or cocktail making evening with music
All packages can be tailored to specific needs and delivered in Welsh,
English or bilingually.
Number of Participants:
Maximum of 50

COST
Prices depend on artists and duration;
Ranging from £2,000 - £5,000

Number of Participants:
Up to 15 on each course
COST
Approximately £280 per person

Soft Skills Training

Virtual workshops on a specific range of subjects, devised to help people
address their current training needs. In these times of uncertainty and
change, it is vital to keep developing people - offering them opportunities
to up-skill in response to the new environment they find themselves in.
Topics include, but are not limited to:
Delivering Difficult Messages Online
Online Presentation Skills
Unconscious Bias
Virtual Negotiating and Influencing
Stress Management
Resilience

Number of Participants:
Up to 15 on each course

COST
£70 - £100 per person
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VISUAL ARTS & CRAFT

A Journey Through Landscape Digital Mindfulness gallery session and workshop
The programme takes the participant on a relaxing journey through the
Welsh landscape. Sessions have been designed to encourage people to
slow down, connect with themselves and enhance their well-being.
The programme consists of 3 elements. The first two can be accessed
alone at their own pace via Vimeo.
Journey includes a warm up of the body and senses exercise, followed by
a creative movement session, using paintings/drawings as inspiration.
The session lasts 1 hr 20 minutes.
Mindfulness Marks introduces the process of mark-making and
demonstrates how drawing/painting can be used as a tool to relax the
mind. The workshop lasts 45 minutes. A basic material kit is provided.
The third element is a Zoom group meeting where all participants can join
a live session with artists to share the results of the sessions and take
part in further activities.

Creativity & Mindfulness Workshops
In brief the aim is for people to experience ways of using their senses
and imaginations to help them relax and feel grounded. The workshops
include:
A short Creative activity (scribbling, mark making using pens, paint
etc) to help people relax.
A warm up activity to stimulate the imagination and the senses.
A creative response to the above using art materials or things that
they have around them.
Break Out Room session to share experiences and images.
Big group feedback to chat about what they can take from the
session into their everyday lives that can help them to relax and feel
grounded during these challenging times.
The artist also offers half-day Mini Retreats based on the above as well
as creative therapy sessions to help people express their feelings and
thoughts around a particular theme.

Number of Participants:
Up to 10

Number of Participants:
Up to 10

COST
£850 for 10 people

COST
£160 per workshop. £250 per half-day retreat

Art Techniques for Beginners

Doorstep Craft Kits

Online Zoom art workshops, last 1-2 hours and use easily available
materials. The series gives people a focal point in the week and an
opportunity to build their skills and friendships. Workshops include:
Printing from household objects
Geometric patterns
Plasticine modelling
Collage from scrap papers.

Created by artists from across South Wales, these doorstep craft kits
include:
Build your own hug monster
Butterfly window sun-catcher
Build your own pantomime set
A very special journal
Kits would be sent to staff with results captured digitally in a larger piece
incorporating augmented reality.

Number of Participants:
Up to 10 per session

COST
£750 for 4 sessions

Craft Activity
Participants watch and listen to a short conversation about a piece of
craft before making something at home in the same way. e.g. learning
about a piece of embroidery and then creating a piece.

Number of Participants:
Up to 15 per session

COST
Approximately £2,000

Number of Participants:
To be discussed

COST
£12.50 per pack. Virtual Artwork Image - £1,500

Drawing Workshops

A series of four 90 minute workshops. No specialist materials are
required – just a pencil or pen and paper. Each session begins with
quick, simple drawing exercises which are then discussed. Participants
can exchange impressions and ideas, facilitated by the artist. The aim is
for people to have quiet and peaceful moments of relaxed focus whilst
being part of an interactive, fun group.

Number of Participants:
Up to 10

COST
£550 for four workshops for 10 people

Bring the Light - Lantern Making
Lantern making kits would be posted to individuals or places of work. An
artist would support participants in creating lanterns and provide a short
pre-recorded video as a reminder of basic techniques. The lanterns could
be hung at a place of work, outside houses, create a trail, or be donated
to a local school to create a socially distanced lantern procession.
Pictures of the lanterns could be put on company websites.

Number of Participants:
Up to 20 per session

COST
£1,500 for 20 people, including the lantern making kits
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Take A Breath – Outdoor Creative Challenges

Photography

Online sessions led by outdoor artists. Sessions would involve
participants stepping away from their work stations and going outdoors.
They would be delivered in 3 stages which can take place on the same
day:
Stage 1 - a Zoom session with the artist to introduce the session and the
creative challenge.
Stage 2 - participants undertake the creative challenge away from their
computers.
Stage 3 - they come back together on Zoom to share discoveries,
reflections and feedback.
The challenges would take them into their garden, their street, or any
outdoor space. They might consist of a walk to observe things from a
certain perspective, or time spent outdoors noticing particular things.
They could include activities such as creating a photo, drawing, writing,
recording of sound or a film. The group would come back together and
have the opportunity to share any thoughts or creations.
The challenges of isolation and the intensive use of screens to
communicate means that we need more than ever to take time to step
outside and experience our surroundings. Being challenged by artists to
look at the familiar with new eyes gives us the space to really take a
breath, whilst having essential outdoor breaks from our screens. We
would tailor sessions to suit the participants, including access
requirements.

Photography can be a powerful tool to record situations and create a
thought process.
Individuals will be asked to think about the past year and capture images
on mobile phones or camera of the important things that have helped get
them through the tough times. It could be a pet, a hobby, support from
friends and family, or the continuation of working from home and the
knowledge bills can still be paid.
Thinking about how to illustrate these things will be the challenge.
Through weekly small group tuition via Zoom, as well as individual
support between workshops, participants explore image ideas and be
given the techniques to take improved pictures. At the end of the four
week programme, work will be collected in a digital publication for the
business and participants to keep as a reminder of 2020 and the positive
aspects that got them through. Digital prints can be displayed at offices,
as well as used on company web sites, at presentations, on print and on
social media as an illustration of the resilience of staff, creating a
personal historical document of our time.

Number of Participants:
Up to 9 per session

COST
£850 per session

Number of Participants:
Maximum 16, split into groups of 4

COST
£2,500, including artwork

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 029 2030 3023 or email
contactus@aandbcymru.org.uk
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